Our Mission
To support and advance the mission and goals of the Indiana University Maurer School of Law and foster an environment of learning

Our Vision
To provide the finest research collection and services possible, ensuring the highest level of support for faculty scholarship and preparing law students to practice in today's legal research environment, and to serve the legal information needs of the Indiana University community, alumni, the bench and bar, citizens of the state of Indiana, and scholars throughout the world

Key Priorities
To achieve our mission, we:
- Teach law students the legal research skills necessary to practice law in today's market
- Support and promote faculty scholarship
- Provide expert assistance in legal research methodology
- Build community and promote engagement with law school students, faculty, and staff and the Bloomington campus as a whole
- Expand and maintain the finest possible research collection in a variety of formats

Strategic Initiatives
This year we will:
- Plan for succession - prepare for several upcoming retirements by creating transition plans and strategically thinking about future organization and needs of the Library
- Reinvigorate faculty services - with our new Faculty Services Librarian on board, plan for new and renewed programs to better serve our faculty
- Continued collaboration with CSO - explore better tracking and training of rising 2Ls for summer internships
- Design and develop new online instructional opportunities - create online legal research workshops, 1-credit online courses in legislative history and admin law research
- New law school history projects for the digital repository - complete bios for former law faculty, DSA recipients
- Continued work with the IU Media Digitization and Preservation Initiative